
BIHANI CHILDREN’S ACADEMY 
HOLIDAYS ASSIGNMENTS - 2019-20 

                                                  CLASS-V    
     

INSTRUCTIONS- 

1. Submission of work post vacation is compulsory for all the students. 

2. Home work is to be done as per the instructions and guidance given by the subject teacher. 

3. The child will be assessed for the handwriting also.  

 

SUBJECT-ENGLISH 

1. Creative cursive writing -15 Pages. 

2. Do comprehension in English Grammar book pages-135 to 143.  

3. Paste the pictures of any two Freedom Fighters and describe it in detail in class work note book.(10 lines) 

4. Differentiate junk food and healthy food (10 lines) by pasting pictures in class work note book.  

5. Learn  (a) Grammar lesson: -  1 – 5  

  (b) Buzzword: -   Unit-1 and 2 

fo"k;%& fgUnh  

^eSa vkSj esjk ifjokj * fo"k; ij leqfPpr fp= (Collage) rS;kj djsaaA  

uksV%& x`gdk;Z d{kk iqfLrdk esa gh djsaA  

 

SUBJECT – MATHS  

1. Show the seven basic Roman Numbers using coloured tape in your cw notebook. 

2. Do worksheets at pg. 22 and 28 in your cw notebook. 

3. Learn and write tables 2 to 20 in your cw notebook.  

4. Revise the work done in the class. 

 Note :- Do Q.5 to Q. 7 in the given worksheet and paste in your cw notebook.  

 

SUBJECT-SCIENCE   

1. Revise lesson- 1 & 2 

2. Paste the pictures of different agricultural activities in a scrapbook. Also describe why agriculture is 

 important.  

Or 

 Prepare a chart of different micro-organisms. 

 (bacteria, virus, fungi, protozoa) Describe what diseases they spread. 

 

SUBJECT-S.ST 

 Note: - Do Q. 1 to Q.4 in your cw notebook.  

1. Draw a circle showing various heat zones of the earth. 

2. Draw signs and symbols of the following: 

(a) Post office    (b) Church  

(c) A railway line   (d) A capital city 

3. Find out the states of India through which the tropic of cancer passes.  

4. Draw the main directions and sub-directions.  

5. Revise the work done in the class.  

 

SUBJECT- COMPUTER 

Learn lesson -1 

Evolution of computer  
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5. Colour the box with green having the correct answers. 
 Round off to the nearest:- 
(a) 9882 to nearest 100 as    9900        or 9800 

(b) 28715 to nearest 1000 as    29000      or 28000 

(c) 4213 to nearest 10 as     4210         or 4220 

(d) 745284 to nearest lakh   700000    or 8,00000 

 
6. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


